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Introduction
Marketing is one of the essential elements for any business to be successful. The prime motive of any business activity is to attract, satisfy, and retain customers. The companies are formulating strategies to create customers. They use the 4P's of marketing mix to summarize the important elements in marketing strategy. A full-fledged marketing plan is prepared to find out how the company is going to implement the strategy to meet their objectives. Every year the company fixes a marketing budget but it should be kept flexible due to the environmental changes. Also, the companies spend enough money on advertising which can be futile. Just spending money is not enough; the companies have to monitor their customers and competitors. They need to understand the strategic move of their competitors. Also, they need to understand the customer expectations. They have to continuously improve their value offerings and incorporate changes at frequent time intervals. It will never be an exaggeration to mention that marketing is the most complex, industrious, and challenging function in any business.
Due to Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization, the whole world has become a single market. The companies can now expand its market beyond their borders. In order to be globally competitive, it is significant to create and innovate new and better products and services. Companies cannot continue with their old traditions, customs, and assumptions about their customers. But they have to adapt as per the different cultural requirements. It's the time to "Act locally but think globally". Being an information age, companies have to combine computers, telecommunications and information technology to create value to their customers. The Information Technology revolution has created a new direction to the marketing practices. The marketer has to use technology which can help them connect the customers 24x7. Marketing concept has now changed from just pushing the products to being connected with customers. Considering the shift in the role of marketing in the third millennium, it becomes relevant to understand the emerging trends. Kumar & Shah (2004) stated that internet has brought a shift in the consumer behaviour. So, the marketers have to give more information through web to pull the customer instead of the traditional style where the marketers deploy push strategy to arouse customer interest. Internet can create closer but cost-effective relationships with the customer and it will help in maintaining a long term relationship also. Geld (2003) mentioned that Internet marketing can target the different audience by have several electronic versions of the same catalogue at less cost. It is highlighted that money is the major point which differentiates traditional marketing from internet marketing. Arora (2004) stated that almost 60% of the revenue is earned by five firms -Google, Yahoo, Microsoft, America Online Launchers, and Overture. Weerawardena (2006) describes that any marketing firm is concerned with having a prominence in the industry, for which it will constantly analyse the market trends and then plan it's performance. The main drivers of earning profits through customers are technological advancements and innovations, competitive marketing environment along with the internet (Chou et al, 2003) . Today many firms have understood that to sustain a competitive edge they have to implement CRM (Peppard, 2000) . Kotler (2000) stressed that the business standards will be enhanced by satisfying the stakeholders. These satisfied stakeholders will enhance the corporate reputation as a firm which maintains the consumer's and society's well-being. In the current 21 st century, the firms are contributing towards solving the societal issues through marketing for safeguarding the interests of key stakeholders (Marsden 2000; McAlister & Ferrell 2002) . Pringle and Marjorie has termed societal marketing as cause-related marketing as it builds partnership for mutual benefit. The attitude and behaviour of the customers can be easily influenced through supporting the charity events ( 
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Emerging Trends in Marketing in the Third Millennium
The developments in Information Technology and Telecommunications have made a drastic change in marketing in the third millennium. Consumers in the 21 st century are very different from the earlier decades as they are not loyal to a particular brand and also not sensible to advertising. Few of the emerging trends in the third millennium are listed below:
Relationship Marketing
It is a facet of customer relationship management (CRM) which focuses on developing and managing long-term relationship with the customers with the help of extended communication which is beyond intensive promotional messages. It has a broader aspect like customer retention and satisfaction rather than just customer acquisition and making sales. The common belief of marketers is that "customer retention is easier than customer creation. Berry (1983) stated that "Relationship marketing is attracting, maintaining and in multi service organisations -enhancing customer relationships". While, Barbara (1985) referred it as marketing oriented towards strong, lasting relationships with individual accounts. It is necessary to have continuity in relationship, trust and communication to have a long term relationship with the customers. The positive implication of relationship marketing is that there is a social contact with each customer which creates trust and increases the commitment from the customer towards the company. It can lead to partnering which can improve the long term financial performance of the company. Relationship marketing can reduce the cost of acquisition due to the referrals by the satisfied customers. As the customers are retained, it makes difficult for new entry to the market. The negative implication of relationship marketing is that it involves cost and giving value to the existing customer does not guarantee that they will buy repetitively from the company. A single negative experience of the existing customer can get shared with the other customers and finally may result in vulnerable failure. Having close relationship with the existing customers can sometimes create trouble for the company. It can create a step-motherly feeling to the new customers. The pros and cons of relationship marketing if planned properly and made flexible can add reputation to the brand. Kanagal (2009) concluded that "Relationship Marketing is a tool for furthering the customer understanding and interactive processes".
Societal Marketing
It is a strategic decision taken by the organization to determine the needs of the customer, the requirements of the organization, and the long-term interest of the society. It delivers optimum satisfaction to the customer but by maintaining an ecological balance. There is a high correlation of societal marketing, corporate social responsibility and sustainable development. Through societal marketing, the companies should deliver value which ensures both customer and societal welfare. This concept holds that the customers should be satisfied efficiently and effectively than competitors. Consumers expect from companies to act upon environmental issues rather than just concentrating on profit. This portrays a sign of good corporate citizenship behaviour. It can build the image of the company and the company can gain a competitive edge over their competitors. It increases customer loyalty and build sales. To implement societal marketing a balance between the needs of stakeholders and environment has to be met. The downside of this approach is that customers may feel that they are fulfilling the philanthropic activity by using the product so no need to contribute directly. The customers may feel that they are satisfied at the society's expense. The companies have to always balance among the company profits, customer satisfaction and public interesting which are of conflicting nature. Through societal marketing concept, a proactive effort is made by the company to give back something in return to the society.
Direct and Online Marketing
It is an advertising technique which communicates directly to the targeted individual customers to get an immediate response. Today most of the direct marketers give information about their products, special events, and prizes through cell phone text messaging, websites, email, online adverts and catalogues. This technique has reduced the dependency on the wholesale and retail intermediaries. The advancement in the IT and communication has changed the way of buying and selling. Online marketing is done through interactive online computer systems which link consumers with sellers electronically. With the help of internet, people anywhere in the world can check for the offers and place order by comparing among the thousands of product and services displayed on the website. Also, the company does the buying through Electronic data interchange link. Overall, it enhances the efficiency of buying and selling. Both, Direct and Online marketing are the tools for building customer relationship. It can bring the company and customer closer to each other. It is less costly, efficient and can reach the buyers at a faster speed. It gives greater scope for flexibility as the marketer can make adjustments in their offers and schemes. The flip side of direct and online marketing is that there can be public cynicism towards the messages sent by the company. Customers may feel annoyed about the uninvited marketing and promotional content. The marketer will have to incur higher initial costs for using this tool of advertising.
Behavioural Marketing
Consumer behaviour is a decision making process that influences the buying and using of the goods and services (Engel, 1985) . It is a marketing technique which uses the online information and customizes the message to each user. It profiles the behaviour of the online users and tries to understand the needs, habits and desires of the user with the usage of web analytics, computer applications and cookies, browsing and searching history, and IP addresses. The advertisements are designed according to the interests of the customer. Geng (2006) stated that Behavioural targeting assesses each user and uses different advertisements leading to selling of individual products. It creates a greater impact as the ad focuses on the individual customers. It makes an appeal and helps in reaching to the receptive audience who can be easily converted to prospects or customers whereby earning profits through digital advertisements. Many customers are concerned about the privacy issues. It can be resolved through education, support, and getting prior permission from the online users. As the number of online users is increasing rapidly, behavioural marketing can help in increasing sales with less wastage of resources. Rozic (2001) mentioned that advertisers are more prepared to put ads online as there is much probability of it getting clicked on. According to Chen (2014) in an article on analyzing the online advertised concluded that small advertisers are generally better off under behavioural targeting by winning their targeted users than the dominant advertiser.
Viral Marketing
It is a technique that persuades a website or an user to forward a marketing message to other user or sites. It spreads the information about a product or service through the social networking sites. It is similar to word of mouth marketing but with the help of internet-based platforms, it can be called word of mouse. When another person tells your story, it can have a quick action. The message spread through viral marketing can create more visibility and effect. Jurvetson (2000) articulated that "Viral marketing is more powerful than an agency advertising the product or service as it is an third-party advertising because it is an endorsement by a friend which is implicit". Even if the product does not have any new element, the people who spreads the message needs to be self interested. This technique is likely to reach more effectively to the audience than the traditional advertising. Compared to other forms of advertising and marketing campaigns, viral marketing is comparatively inexpensive (Dobele, et al., 2005 , Kaikati & Kaikati, 2004 , Welker, 2002 . The online users will embrace the viral campaign even if they like it or not. It reaches the audience in a short time period (Kaikati & Kaikati, 2004) as messages spread at a faster speed (Helm, 2000 , Welkar, 2002 . So, the products marketed through viral marketing will be easily accepted by the audience (Dobele, et al., 2005) . Like other marketing techniques, it can be a hit or a miss. If viral marketing is executed properly, then it can increase the marketers ROI. If it is not done properly then it would jeopardize the marketer's position. The greatest problem with viral campaign is the lack of control, as organisations have does not have the power to control the message which is spreaded and also on the content which gets transmitted (Dobele, et al., 2005 , Helm, 2000 , Kaikati & Kaikati, 2004 , Welker, 2002 . The consumer may ask for some favour in return for spreading the message. There is a lack of ethical standards (Kaikati & Kaikati, 2004) . Also, the customers may feel exploited, cheated, and used (Dobele, et al., 2005) . But certainly by proper strategies and social contacts, the marketer can earn huge profits.
Live Streaming
It is a tool which delivers the content in real-time to the customers. The customers can interact and ask questions with the company officials about the content which is shared through internet. It can be used for sharing some important announcements about the company, new product, industry related news, and brand ambassador. It removes the hassle of scheduling a press conference or facilitating a formal webinar. It is much cheaper than using commercial television transmission as with the help of internet it can cover the whole world. The information can be shared easily and an intimacy can be created with the audiences. It can help in engaging the customer with the company for a longer term. A strong branding message can be created through live streaming but it should be ensured that everyone hears the same message. New live streaming platforms, better content, faster connection speeds, and bigger data plans, will make it easier for many companies to adopt this tool for future marketing.
Conclusion
Marketing function is inevitable and has to be done in all types of firms. With the advent of Information Technology, the role of marketing has changed. The expectations of the new millennium customers are exorbitant as they are able to get any information at their fingertips. The traditional style of marketing will not help companies to withstand competition. It has to seek the new techniques and tools of marketing. Companies have to get out of their comfort zone and implement the emerging trends for marketing their products and services. For making itself profitable, it has to consider the flip side of each technique and select the tools properly. Hence, it can be concluded that there are changes happening in the last few years but with a long term consequences.
